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Letters to the Editor 
SISTERS WORK FOR JUSTICE 
Thank you for the invitation to comment on 
the recent issue of Srrirch Magazine which 
highlighted the !50th anniversary of the Sisters 
of Sr. Francis of Assisi. It was very 
well done and I thank you for it. 
There is a parr of our life, 
though, that I would like ro "lift 
up" a bit more than was done in 
this special issue. That is our work 
for justice and peace in our world. 
You did include a photo of our 
nuclear free zone sign, which was a commitment 
to try to stop nuclear proliferation around the 
world. Already in the 1960s we joined others at 
Selma in the Civil Rights effort and between 
1962 and the 1970s we had as many as five of 
our sisters volunteer ro help Cesar Chavez's 
fa rmworkers organize a union in California and 
in the Midwest. One of our sisters was given to 
that movement for 25 years. We worked with 
eight other religious orders at one of the first 
Justice and Peace Centers (Milwaukee) in our 
country and, in 1979, established our own 
congregational Justice and Peace Office at our 
Morherhouse, where it continues to guide us as 
we implement our corporate stands regarding 
peace, corporate responsibility (investments), 
project equality, sanctuary for refugees, 
farmworkers, and nuclear armaments and power. 
Other sisters continue to work with persons 
who are economically poor, illiterate, 
imprisoned, experience discrimination or have 
other special needs. Earth issues receive special 
attention from many of us. These are just a few 
examples of our dedication to work for peace 
grounded in justice. 
Sister Betty Wolcott, OSF. '61 
HISTORY WAS WELL DONE 
Thank you so much for highlighting our 
I 50th. The choice of brown, the choice of 
photos, the succinct history are all done so well! 
Thanks roo for drawing upon the expertise of 
our sisters. 
Sister Rose Sevenich, OSF. 
newly elected associate director of the congregation 
I just wanted to congratulate you on an 
excellent presentation of our !50th celebration. 
It is a very stunning magazine! I like the new 
look of it and enjoyed reading all the articles. 
Thank you for all your work and enthusiasm. 
Sister joanne Schatzlein, OSF 
former associate director of the congregation 
Corrections from the Wimer I 999 issue of Stritch Magazine: 
STRITCH HELPED MY CAREER 
I saw your recent issue of Srrirch Magazine 
where you asked for examples of how Stritch 
changed lives. Well, my experience with the 
Srrirch Executive MBA program not only 
changed my life, but has helped hundreds of 
others worldwide as a result. 
While going through the Executive MBA 
program at Srrirch, I decided to do my Applied 
Management Decision Report (AMDR) on 
starring a new national nonprofit organization 
to assist survivors of aircraft accidents and the 
families of those killed (then called, Broken 
Wings). To make a long story short, there was 
so much interest in the organization as I was 
doing my research for the AMDR that a few 
years ago I started the organization. We have 
received recognition worldwide and now have 
volunteers throughout the United Stares who 
assist others. There are even affiliate 
organizations forming in Australia/New Zealand 
and Europe. And it all starred with my 
experience while getting my MBA at Stritch. 
If you are interested in learning more about 
Wings of Light and our work, please feel free to 
contact me at awaaswings@aol.com or logon to 
our website at www.wingsoflighr.org. 
And a very sincere "thank you" to Cardinal 
Srrirch University for giving me the opportunity 
to help so many people worldwide! 
Andrea W.Zas, '90, founder & CEO, 
Wings of Light, Inc. 
MY EDUCATION LED TO CAREER 
ADVANCEMENT 
I was reading the Winter 1999 Strirch 
Magazine and I ran across the article about 
Stritch improving your career or steering you in 
a new direction. My personal experience with 
Srrirch has been very positive. I graduated from 
Srrirch in 1995 with a bachelor of science in 
management. While attending Srrirch and since 
graduation, I have been promoted four rimes in 
the field of human resources. My most recent 
promotion was to the position of corporate 
human resource manager for a multi-divisional 
manufacturer in Woodstock, Ill. 
T he adult education program works and I 
would recommend it to anyone who is 
considering going back to school. 
Lon Hollis, '95 
Sister Thomasira Fessler, OSF, former chair of the University's art department, received the National Catholic 
Ed ucation Association's Distinguished Graduate Award as an honored alumna of Sacred Heart of Jesus Parish 
School, St. Francis, Wis. Her name was inadvertently omitted in the winter issue. 
Alumnus Thomas A. Ludwig has rwo degrees from the University, a bachelor of science in business 
administration , I 99 I , and a master of business administration , 1996. 
Beyond values - Exploring the 
Franciscan intellectual tradition 
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Stritch at Stritch 
Acclaimed actress offers advice with aplomb 
By Linda teiner 
he's brash. She's worlclly. And she's 
not the daughter of ardinal trirch (a 
newspap r columnist' error, which 
mortified her family when she was in her 
20s and which she loves to laugh about 
now). 
he is his distant cou in, however, and 
when acclaimed stage, ftJm and t levision 
acu·e s Elaine trirch spoke and sang at 
the May 16 graduation, she talked 
warmly about the man he de cribed as 
vety stern, highly intelligent and leaving a 
wonderful legacy of faith and 
commitment to those in need. And she 
was thrilled ro have her picture taken with 
his portrait in the University's Cardinal 
Lounge. 
During four days in Milwaukee, 
u·irch mer with rudents, Lmiversity 
four-letter words, then zero d in on what 
she said is th mo t important one: love. 
During an interview with a MiJwaLJ<ee 
Journal encinel reporter he aid, "Love 
is the name of the gan1e. It repre nt 
Himself, the Big Chief in all of this." 
Talking about her constant stage fright, 
which she used to overcome with a drink, 
she said that nowadays "I go our there 
alone (without alcohol , which he called a 
crutch). Well not really alone. I just bless 
my elf and say 'Get me through this. Let 
them lil<e me and clap."' 
Sn·irch sang for the graduate a song 
she said she hoped would leave them 
with an appropriate message. Its closi ng 
line: "Listen and please be wise. No 
matter what the prize you're drean1ing of, 
make time enough for love." In a 
meeting with theater students at h r hotel 
aft r the ceremonies, she 
advised them to hold to 
the philosophy of living 
in the present, to see 
problems as means to 
develop creativity, and to 
focu on listening to 
people, to be genuinely 
interested in what they 
say- on rage and off-
Prcsidenr Sister Mary Lea chneidcr and Vice hair of the Board oflrusrccs 
James Donnelly prcsenr Elaine tritch with the hood for her honorary degree. 
and to pre ent your elf 
honestly at all rimes. 
faculty, administrators, and the m dia and 
toured the Cardinal Sn·irch Univer ity 
theater - which he de cribed as 
"fabulous. " At evety rep of the way she 
inter persed tales of celebrity exploits from 
a half-century car er witl1 
advice reflective of a 
woman with a philosophy 
rooted in a commitment 
to faith and humanity. 
At the graduation, he 
joked about i rer Mary 
"People, the audience, can tell when 
you're lying, wh n you're a phony, when 
you don't believe in what you're aying," 
she said. "It' like believing in God. You 
Lea chneider cautioning Ela ine Sn·itch offers advice to theater studenrs Aaron Dyszelski, 
her not to u e her usual ampbell, Mary Kirby. 
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know it, bur you may doubt it 18 rimes a 
day ... Bur you k pat it. Becau e you 
know it's true." 
T he actres who has won an Emmy 
award for TV's "Law and Order," a 
Drama C ritics Award and a Tony 
nomination for Broadway's ''A Delicate 
Balance," and another Tony nomination 
for her role in tl1e Stephen ondheim 
Broadway musical " ompany," said 
she would love ro return ro trirch 
ro perform in the Univ rsity theater, 
possibly doing an our-of-town 
ttyout sometime next year for a 
show on her life she's currently 
purring rogether. 
i rer Mary Lea smil d broadly 
and aid, "That could be arranged." 
ray tuned. 
• rtnts 
Dr. Robcrr Flahive 
Dr. Robert Flahive 
dies at 73 
Robert F. Flahive, a former senior vice 
president and the first lay executive ever 
hired at Stritch, died June I, of a 
ruptured aneurysm. He was 73. 
Flahive joined trirch in 1969 as vice 
president ofbu iness affairs and 
development and retired in 1996. During 
his 27-year tenure, he was part of the 
administration that made the University 
co-educational (i n 1970) and began 
intercollegiate athletics. 
Also during Flal1ive's time at Srritch, 
the University rai ed fund to build at irs 
current Fox Point location a library, field 
house and campus center. 
"Bob's love for tritch and his 
dedicated service leaves a legacy unlike 
that of any other member of the rrirch 
community, past or present," President 
Sister Mary Lea Schneider said. 
Before joining Stritch, Flal1ive was an 
instructor at Milwaukee Area Technical 
ollege, from 1951-65, and worked in 
the Milwaukee public schools from 1950-
69, as a teacher, executive director of 
community relations and assistant 
superintendent for planning. 
In 1996, tritch recognized Flahive 
with two awards: the Medal for 
Meritorious ervice and the t. Francis 
Award. 
Flahive held more than 30 leader hip 
positions in numerou civic, professional , 
and religious organizations and was 
honored many rimes for his contributions 
to the Milwaukee Archdiocese and the 
communiry. Listings include ''Who' Who 
in American Education" (1994-95), 
"Outstanding Educators of America" 
(1974-75), and "Men of Achievement, the 
1976 International Edition." Profe ional 
memberships included the arional 
Education Association, Wisconsin 
Education Association and National 
Catholic Education Association. 
Flal1ive wrote numerous articles in 
profe sional publication and a civics 
textbook "We Live and Work in 
Mi lwaukee," in 1959. He also wrote two 
biographies, "Saints for Scours," in 1960, 
and " aims for erver ," in 1961. 
Flahive was born in Oak Park, IU. , and 
attended elementary and secondary 
school in Milwaukee. He held 
undergraduate and graduate degrees from 
Marquette University, earning hi Ed.O. 
there in 1973. 
Flahive served in the U .. Army from 
1943-46, as a master sergeant in the 
Intelligence Division. He married Corinne 
M . Spitz in 1946. The couple had six 
children: Or. Michael, Tim, Parry, Peg and 
Terry Flahive, and Kathleen Linnen. H e 
also is survived by 11 grandchildren, two 
sisters and six brothers. 
After retirement, Flal1ive continued to 
work at trirch nearly every day in an 
office he shared with hancellor Sister M. 
Camille Kliebhan, the most recent past 
president of trirch. 
"His years of commitment were clearly 
far more than a career but a vocation ... a 
greater calling to serve God's people: the 
college, the church and the community," 
she said. 
Memorials may be sent to the Or. 
Robert F. Flahive Family Scholarship 
Endowment, Cardinal trirch University, 
6801 . Yates Rd., Milwaukee, WI 
53217. 
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Stritch, St. Coleua's 
collaborate 
t. olerra' of Jeffer on, Wis., an 
institution that serves people with 
developmental disabilities, is initiating 
C hiara Career College in a collaborative 
venture with rrirch. 
A three-year residential program, the 
career college is designed to meet the 
vocational, independence, confidence-
building and val ues education needs of 
adults, age 18-30, with multiple learning 
disabilities or mild cognitive di abilities. 
Participants receive a certificate to 
commemorate their completion of 
program requirements. 
The program consists of three 
vocational tracks, including human 
services, hospitality, and agricultural/ 
horticultural, and will focus on field-
based career training and residence-based 
life skill training. Similar programs exist 
at only a few institutions in the country. 
Sr. Coletta's and ardinal tritch 
Univer ity are both sponsored by the 
Sisters of r. Francis of Assisi. 
Sisrer Marcia Lunz, OSF 
Sisters elect leaders 
In April, the isrers of r. Francis of 
Assisi met to elect the congregation's 
administrative team for the next four 
years. 
Sister Marcia Lunz, chair of Strirch's 
music department, wiJIIeave her position 
at the University to become the 
Footprints 
congregation's new director. he Outstanding 
students named 
Multicultural Lnage Award - Jose Perez. 
previou ly erved as an associate director 
from 1983-91. 
Working with Sister Marcia as 
associate directors will be Sister Charlotte 
Roost and Sister Rose Sevenich. Sister 
harlotte has been serving on the team 
for the past four years as an associate 
director with former director Sister 
Marita Maschmann and former associate 
director Sister Joanne Schatzlein. 
Each year, the University recognizes 
several students for their academic 
achievement and for their contributions 
to the University and the community. 
In Region I, the following student 
received awards: amuel ardinal Stritch 
Award - Kyle Freund, T ma Hardy; ister 
M. amille Kliebhan , OSF, Award -
Deborah J . Blum; ister Joanne Marie 
Kliebhan , 0 F, Award - Karen BiJda, 
Sister Theo Katundano, STH; Dr. 
T heresa Kelly Award - Barbara Horton; 
Region II faculty had the opponunity 
to submit nomination for the region's 
Outstanding rudenr awards. This year's 
recipients were: Mark Paul Ashbrook, 
Brett Bachhuber, Don Bortmess, 
Catherine Funk, Debbie Lynch, Dan 
Millin, Clark Neft, Russ Neumeier, 
Karen Nissen, and Gerry Scheppman. 
Cardinal Stritch University is 
spon ored by the ongregarion of the 
i rer of r. Francis of Assisi. 
APPOINTMENTS 
Sister Mary Lea Schneider, 
OSF, Ph.D., president of Stritch, is 
a member of the board of directors 
for the newly created Association of 
Franciscan Colleges and 
Universities, an organization that 
aims to foster collaborative efforts 
among Franciscan institutions. 
College of Nursing 
Dr. Zaiga Kalnins, dean of the 
College of Nursing, was appointed 
director of the Master of Science 
program at the Medical Academy of 
Latvia (Riga, Latvia) . She 
previously has taught accelerated 
courses there for graduate 
students. 
an American Psychological 
Association journal. 
PRESENTATIONS 
College of Business and 
Management 
Faculty member Sheila Isakson 
was invited to participate this 
summer in the 45th Annual 
National Security Seminar at the 
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle 
Barracks, Penn. Each year, the 
college invites leading citizens from 
throughout the United States to 
discuss national security issues 
with students in a week-long 
seminar. 
The purpose of the Army War 
College is to prepare a select 
McCray to head 
American Baptists 
The Rev. Dr. Trinette V. McCray, 
trirch' director of multicultural 
Faculty and Staff 
Adjunct Assistant Professor 
Patricia Ulwelling, CBM I 
Adjunct Associate Professor 
Corinne Kaplan, CBM I 
Dan Sacharski, CBM I 
Assistant Vice President for 
Enrollment Management 
David Kimmel 








The following faculty members 
were granted tenure: Nancy 
PUBLISHING 
College of Arts & ciences 
Sister Barbara Reynolds, 
Ph.D., a professor in mathematics/ 
computer science, co-authored 
with Nancy Baxter Hastings 
"Workshop Calculus with Graphing 
Calculators," which was released 
in March. 
Kalnins also is working with the group of officers to assume Cervenansky, nursing; Peter 
University of Latvia on the positions of greater responsibility in Galante, art; Marian Graeven-
development of bachelor's and the Army and throughout the Peter, education; Lori Stutte, 
master's degree nursing programs. defense community. business; Teri Wagner, art. 
Dr. Asuncion Miteria Austria, 
chair and professor of psychology, 
received a nomination for the 
position of editor of Professional 
Psychology Research and Practice, 
PROMOTIONS 
Assistant Professor 
David Michels, foreign 
language 
Associate Professor 
Dr. Susmita Acharya, biology 
RETIREMENT 
Patricia Magestro, education 
(see page 6) 
Tony and Joan Olszewski, 
physical plant 
Robert Weissenborn, (see page 
Dr. Meneo Afonso, philosophy 9) 
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CoMMUNITY AwARDs 
Sister Camille Kliebhan, OSF, 
Ph.D., chancellor of the University, 
received a 1999 World Citizen 
Award from the International 
Institute of Wisconsin at the World 
Citizen Celebration in April. The 
award recognizes people who 
have promoted international 
understanding, either through 
relation /campus minister, will be elected 
and installed as president of the American 
Bapti t hurches, U A, on June 24. T he 
in tallation will rake place in Moines, 
Iowa, at the church' biennial convention. 
McCray will be the fi rst clergy woman 
to erve as president. he currently i the 
vice pr idem. he will assume her new 
po icion in January 2000. 
Lifetime Learners 
• gatns support 
everal foundations and organization 
recently committed financial support to 
the Lifetime Learners program: Fleck 
Foundation, up to $60,000; the Harley-
Davidson Foundation, $25,000; 
business or personal endeavors 
that have had a positive effect on 
the Wisconsin community. 
UNIVERSITY H O NO RS 
Outstanding Staff 
Each year, four people receive 
Staff Recognition Awards. 
Employees nominate their peers, 
submitting an essay that specifies 
how the nominee exhibits 
Franciscan values. A committee 
selects the four winners, who 
receive plaques and $100 at the 
University's holiday dinner. This 
year's recipients include: Charles 
Gadzichowski, physical plant; Lisa 
Carlson, business office; Nancy 
Foti, reading/language arts; and 
Miriam Odden, Career Services 
Outstanding Faculty 
Students nominated their 
favorite instructors who they said 
exhibit Franciscan values and are 
an asset to Stritch. The following 
faculty were selected: Region 1: 
Peter Blewett, English; Region II : 
Mary Albrecht, Chester Gibbons, 
Ruth Robarts, and Mike Terrien. 
(,1 
Milwaukee Public chool , $ 1 0,000; and 
Universal Foods, $30,000. 
T he program i a partnership among 
Cardinal rritch University's ollege of 
Education and College of Business and 
Management, Milwaukee Area Technical 
College, Milwaukee Public chools 
(MP ), and the Next oor Foundation. 
The goals are threefold: to train 
disadvantaged and minori ty community 
member to become teachers and business 
professional who will then work within 
MP or the Milwaukee busin 
community; to promote higher education 
as a mean to break the cycle of poverty; 
and to revitalize a central-city 
neighborhood by offering college-degree 
program within the community. 
Participants will rake class at the Next 
Door Foundation, in the Metcalfe Park 
area. They can earn a bachelor's degree in 
elementary education or an associate's 
degree in business &om tri tch. 
"The focus is on children," Cynthia 
Marino, the director of outreach at 
tritch, said. "By preparing better 
teachers, we improve the quality of life 
and learning for our children and, in rurn, 
improve our community, our city and our 
world. The community truly i our 
classroom." 
Over 60 people have expressed interest 
in the program. Lifetime Learners, whjch 
will be overseen by an on- ite coordinator, 
is expected to tart in the Fall. 




tudenrs draw upon their math kills 
countless rimes when working on cience 
experiments, using formulas and 
calculation to make conclusions. Yet, 
students sitting in a math classroom, 
memorizing equation and theorems, 
often do not understand how their work 
5 
relates to the real world. 
T hroughout the past year, that all 
began to change for students at tritch. 
T hanks to a two-year acional cience 
Foundation (N F) grant, matching funds 
from the Univer ity, a John on Controls 
grant, and the efforts and insight of Dr. 
usrnita Acharya, Dr. Dan Meer, and 
i ter Barbara Reynolds, SDS, Ph.D., 
tudenrs are getting a clearer 
understanding of the inrer-relacion hip 
between math and cience concepts . 
" tudenrs often cannot ee that the 
calculation they are doing in math are 
similar to what they are doing in cience," 
i ter Barbara said. "We are attempting to 
make connection between the 
di cipl ines." 
With the assistance of new computers 
purchased with the grant funds, math 
rudenrs now are conducting physics 
experiments as part of their class. T he 
experiments not only reinforce the math 
I on , but they al o help rudents 
under rand the relevance of math and irs 
u e in everyday application . 
"It reduces tr when sruden tart 
to see the subj rs as complementary 
rather than disassociated," Acharya said. 
imilar experiments are al o done in 
the physics class, taking the same problem 
and approaching it from the perspective 
of a different discipline. T he computers in 
the cience classroom are equipped with 
everal probes that measure temperature, 
pH, voltage and other conditions, and 
they allow students to monitor the 
continuous prog~' of a reaction. Data 
produced by the computer &om lab 
experiments can tran late easily to the 
formulas and math equation that 
lead tudenrs to their scientific 
conclusion . 
In the econd year of the N F grant 
project, the team of professors hopes to 
continue to expand the use of parallel 
experiments aero disciplines. According 
to ister Barbara, they want to develop 
new cro -disciplinary cour and a new 
math minor for science major . While the 
Footprints 
grant is intended for two years, this 
project marks the beginning of the 
ongoing integration of math and science 
instruction at Stritch. 
Business, computer 
degree starts in fall 
extent of interest in the area prior to 
making formal plan . 
T he college is also beginning to 
market its newest accelerated programs to 
selected areas. Region I will focus on the 
master of bu iness administration for 
heal tl1 care executives and the certificate 
in management information systems. 
Region II is marketing the master of 
science in financial ervices program and 
Region III is initiating efforts for the 
master of business administration for 
health care executives. All three regions 
al o will begin plans for the bachelor of 
science in accounting program. 
New CBM locations, 
facilities established 
The administration of the ollege of 
Business and Management is continually 
addressing tl1e growing need for 
appropriate classroom sites in all three 
regions. T he following are some recent 
changes and plans for expansion: 
Region I 
• Fox Point Professional Center on 
Milwaukee's north shore replace the 
previous site at Bayside Woods. The new 
pace hou e three classrooms. 
In the fal l semester, the business and 
computer department will collaborate on 
a new degree program in business and 
management information systems. The 
new degree will combine cour es from the 
busines program with tho e from the 
computer cience program for a degree 
that unites technology skills with a 
business base. 
Dr. Linda Simmons, chair of 
mathematics/computer science; Betsy 
Rezel, an assistant professor of 
mathematics/computer science; Dr. 
Pravin Kamdar, chair ofbu iness/ 
economics; and Deborah Hanks, an 
associate professor of business/ 
Pat Magestro leaves a legacy 
economics worked together to initiate the 
degree program. T hey said the goal was to 
create a program that combines the 
computer skills that many students want 
with the corporate bu ines knowledge 
that is becoming more necessary for 
graduates today. 
This new program will be available to 
future tritch students and to students 
currently in both the business and 
computer programs. 
1 ~1 College of Business 
z3::=, and Management 
Accelerated degree 
programs expand 
BM is continuing to expand its 
geographic reach, with a new 
concentration on the Green Bay area. 
Marketing efforts will determine the 
By Michelle Patterson 
Patricia Magestro retired in May 
after serving the Stritch community for 
more than 30 years. She most recently 
was an associate 
professor of education, 
but her functions at the 
University have gone 
well beyond those of 
the average teacher. 
Magestro's 
involvement with 
Stritch began when she 
was teaching at 
Greentree School. Her 
role as the supervising teacher for Sister 
Joanne Marie Kliebhan's student 
teachers led to her becoming an 
instructor of a curriculum course at 
Stritch. After several years as an 
instructor, Magestro was invited to a 
meeting with Sister Joanne, head of 
special education; Sister Camille 
Kliebhan, vice-president for academic 
affairs; and Academic Dean Sister 
Justine Peter and was surprised when 
they invited her to head the education 
department. 
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"I thought they wanted me to renew 
my contract as an instructor," Magestro 
said of her meeting with the sisters. "I 
never imagined they wanted to meet 
with me to offer me a new 
posmon." 
It was the first step on a 
long and multifaceted 
journey with the University. 
Since 1970, Magestro has 
served as associate dean for 
the division of teacher 
education, chair of the 
graduate and undergraduate 
education departments, 
director of student teaching, director of 
teacher education, certifYing officer, and 
director of the Professional Inservice 
Bureau (now known as Outreach). 
She also has been instrumental in 
initiating programs such as the master's 
degree in professional development, the 
master's degree in educational leadership, 
outreach, and the post-baccalaureate 
certification program. 
The people she worked with in her 
various roles lauded her for being 
Region II 
• The five cl r om in the h rer 
quare Building in Beloit formerly were 
located throughout rh building and were 
nor alway rhe appropriate ize for cl 
need . BM now has ix large cl 
a break room, and an office n ne A 
Region Ill 
• In Ro h rer, Minn. , the niver ity i 
n w leasing pa e in the Lanmark enter, 
a r n vared building in the heart f the 
ity. F ur cl r m , a break room and 
an ffi e a ommodare cl es previously 
held at area h rei . With pr ximity ro the 
Mayo lini , the new I rion can better 
erve tudents enrolled in variou 
pr gram , primarily the new Master of 
Busin Admini rrarion for Heal th re 
Plymouth, Minn. 
e unves program. 
• In the Twin iries' uburb of 
Plymouth, Minn. , the Univer ity has a 
five-year I e on three I, r om , a break 
room, and a torage pace in the new 
headquarter f the rl on ompanie . 
• ver the past year, four I 
and additional office pace have been 
in the field of education 
innovative and dynamic. 
"Par alway found the mo r beautiful 
qualities in all her students," said heri 
Frey-Hartel, an assistant profC or of 
communication arts who got to know 
Magestro through the Peer Mentoring 
Program, in which reachers collaborate to 
improve their teaching kill . "Her energy 
magnificent in the classroom." 
Dr. Linda immons, chair of the 
math and computer science departments, 
said Magestro was an imaginative leader 
in the field of education who "could 
alway find a way to hare her knowledge 
with various types of people." 
tudents were not the only on who 
learn d from Mag tro, according ro 
Dr. JoAnne Caldwell, profC r of 
reading and language arts. 
"Pat i one of the best teacher I've 
ever known," dwell said. ''l've learned 
much about teaching just from 
watching her. he was my mentor." 
r. Anthea Bojar, dean of the Uege 
of Education, cr dited Mag tro for 
building trirch' reputation. 
"lr' Pat' leader hip that was 
r pon ible for tritch becoming noted 
for reacher education," Bojar aid. 
" he's a lifelong learner and a master 
reacher." 
Mag tro said the University and 
the campus community helped her 
ucceed. 
"They have afforded me a wealth of 
very different educational 
opporrunmes. o one job has been like 
the others," he said. "People (at 
tritch) have given me a lot of 
~' pon ibility and placed a lot of faith 
in me. I am proudest of the people in 
the Uege of Education. Perhap the 
greatest legacy you can leave i the 
people you have had a hand in hiring." 
Magestro plan to travel afrer 
retirement, but he won't be totally 
ab nt from rrirch. 
"I can't imagine being fully retired," 
he said. "Bur my philo ophy i ' if you 
leave it, you lo e it.' , I will till be 
working here and filling in when I'm 
needed. The only difference i that I 
won't have ad k " 
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added to the four original cl r m and 
admini rrarive pace in the Edinborough 
Building in ina, Minn. 
~Colle e of Education 
Partnership leads 
students to Stritch 
ext full , even new trirch fr hm n, 
including a high hool cl 
valedictorian, will have a jump- tart on 
their college experience afrer being part of 
rritch' unique " cl1ool to ProfC ion" 
partner hip with Pulaski High h ol. 
Through the partnership, high cho I 
tudents earn up to 12 oil g credit , 
gain real cl, ro m experience, and begin 
preparing for future careers as rea hers. 
ext year, the ize of the pr gram will 
double, as juniors and eniors are raughr 
epararely rather than in a combined cl 
as they were rhi year. 
Information about the partner hip has 
pread, and the program may grow, aid 
ynthia Marino, trir h' dire tor of 
ourrea h and on of the progra.n1 
originator . he has heard from everal 
h I di rri t around rhe untry that 
are interested in tarring partnership with 
rrir h, and rhe niver ity already i 
w rking with th reenfield h I 
Di trier ro begin a program in 2000. 
To dare, Milwaukee Public cho I , 
Pulaski and trirch have funded the 
partner hip, bur private, or rare and 
foundation donation are needed for 
additional planned component , uch as a 
ummer ollege immersion IOn. 
Becau e of a hortfall thi year, the 
ummer ion had to be cancelled. 
Outreach progr_ams 
move into Madison 
The a celerared outreach master' 
degree program, Master of ience in 
ucational Leadership, i beginning for 
the fir r tim in Madison thi ummer. 
The liege of Education plan to 
Footprints 
continue moving their outreach programs 
to places where schools and districts 
express interest. 
"We'll go where we're needed," said 
Cynthia Marino, director of outreach. 
he said the college also is looking for 
alternative way to approach teacher 
certification methods, possibly in an 
accelerated format. As Wisconsin's 
Department of Public Instruction 
develops new requirements for teacher 
licensure and renewal, Stritch is working 
to anticipate new needs that will result 
from the changes. 
College of Nursing 
Health guide to aid 
those in need 
With the support of Milwaukee 
Public chool (MP ), the ollege of 
Nursing is publi hing a community 
heal th resource guide that contai ns 
information about inner-city clinics. T he 
guides are intended to assist people with 
low incomes or inadequate health 
insurance who need help finding health 
agencies that can meet their needs. 
OriginaUy a class project started by 
Ruth Seckinger, BSN, RN, and Aldonna 
Metz, BSN, RN, '97, the manual was 
updated and expanded in the spring 
semester as a volunteer project by student 
Jeff Rekowski, BSN, RN, assistant 
professor Sharon Garrett, MSN, RN, 
and several other people in the nursing 
department. 
While Milwaukee-area health guides 
have been published by other 
organizations, Garrett said this new guide 
will provide more specific detai l, 
including information about bus routes 
and parking, which is not included in 
existing guides. tritch' guides will be 
distributed at MPS schools, all clinics 
listed in the guide, other selected agencies, 
and the University. 
"T his project came about because our 
students listened to the community," 
Garrett said. 'The voices of the people 
truly tell you where the need are." 
Sports 
Elicia Allen gets 2 
scholastic honors 
Elicia Allen, junior interpersonal 
communications major and a member 
of the women's basketbaU team, 
recently received two scholastic 
honors. She was selected as an Arthur 
Ashe Junior Sports Scholar and a 
National Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics (NAJA) Women's BasketbaU 
AU-American Scholar Athlete. 
The Ashe award honors minority 
athletes who demonstrate care for the 
community and for their education. 
Allen, along with other recipients of 
the Ashe award, was featured in the 
April 15 issue of Black Issues in 
Higher Education. 
The NAJA award recognizes those 
who excel on the court, in the 
classroom and in the community. 
Allen averaged 11.2 points and 7.6 
rebounds a game, while maintaining a 
3.92 GPA. She also is in several university 
and community activities, including 
serving as a mentor for at-risk students at 
the Silver Spring Neighborhood Academy 
and helping out at Frieden's Food Pantry. 
Men's basketball gets 
to nationals 
The men's basketbaU team concluded 
a successful season with an invitation to 
the NAJA National Tournament in 
Nampa, Idaho. They advanced to the 
second round, defeating California State 
- Monterey Bay with a score of 95-67 
and evenruaUy lost to two-time defending 
national champion, Bethel College 
(Indiana), 101-91. 
Tour of Europe set 
Following a year of heavy fund 
raising, the women's basketbaU team will 
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go on a 15-day 
European tour Aug. 12-
26. The group will travel 
through England, 
Holland, Germany, 
Austria, France and 
Italy. In each country, 
the women will compete 
against club teams and visit 
historical sites. 
The trip is expected to 
improve not only the team's 
ability, bur also provide 
them with an enriching 
educational experience. 
While in Italy, the team 
plans to visit Assisi, the 
birthplace of St. Francis. 
See page 25 for fund-raising 
activities planned by the 
women's team this summer. 
CBM's Weissenborn retires after 16 years 
Even though Bob Weissenborn 
is officially retired as direcror of faculty and 
research for Region I in the College of 
Business and Management (CBM), he 
does not plan to stray far from the 
Milwaukee campus. In fact, as he and his 
wife, Nancy, are making plans to move 
into a retirement village, one of their main 
considerations is keeping close ro Stritch. 
This comes as no surpri e to people 
who have wimessed Weissenborn' 
dedication ro the University during the 
past 16 years. At his retirement reception 
in March, many spoke of the important 
Kramer named 
new director 
Joan Kramer ucceeds Bob 
Weissenborn as the director of faculty 
and research for Region I. Kram r 
previou ly was an adjunct faculty 
member for tritch's CoLlege of Business 
and Management. 
Kramer has more 
than 30 years of 
experience in health 
care, with a 
background in 
management and adult 
instruction. he has a 
master of science 
degree in management 
of organization 
behaviors/heal th 
services and a bachelor 
of cience degree in management from 
Silver Lake ollege. he also attended 
Lake hore Technical ollege to become 
a registered nur e and Madison Area 
Technical ollege for her education as a 
licensed practical nur e. 
In addition ro her responsibilities as 
the new director, Kramer remajn an 
occupational heal th and legal nur e 
con ultant, a position she has held mce 
1990, for Healthy entials. 
professional and per onal contributions 
Weissenborn has made ro CBM. Hjs 
relationship with 
tri tch began 
in 1983, when 








Ph oro by Thomas Lifvendahl 
corporate world. At this time, the 
Programs in Management for Adults 
(PMA) were new not only to tritch, 
but ro higher education. The 
adrojnisuarors of the program were in 
uncharted territory. 
"Stritch was on the crest of the wave 
of the future," Weissenborn sajd of the 
PMA program. "I believed in what 
they were doing and wanted to be a 
part of developing it." 
Weissenborn held 
several positions within 
CBM and is recognized 
for his contributions to 
PMA during the 
developmental years. He 
also is credited for playing 
a key role in establishing 
Regions II and III , leading 
the team that developed 
the faculty mentoring 
program, developing a system for 
obtaining faculty feedback, and 
assisting with the creation of the inter-
regional cororojnee structure ro ensure 
that common practices are used in all 
BM locations. 
Weissenborn attributes a lot of 
tritch's recent growth to the positive 
influences and contributions of CBM. 
"There are three types of higher 
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education institutions," he sajd. "Those 
that have changed, those that are 
place at Stritch." 
changing and 
those that are 
going out of 
business. tritch 
is definitely 
changing. I really 
believe that CBM 
was a precur or 
to many of the 
positive changes 
that have taken 
Weissenborn's legacy at tritch extends 
beyond rus work and accomplishments. 
Or. Marna Boyle, vice president for 
academic affajrs, sajd she would 
remember him for "his positive and 
upbeat approach to life and its challenges, 
as a true role model for our students and 
his colleagues, for his qwet, unassuming 
and efficient manner, for his sincerity, for 
his active participation in every aspect of 
the life of the campus, rus dapper 
appearance ... for the manner in which he 
embraced and modeled our Franciscan 
values in rus daily life here at tritch." 
In April, Weissenborn received the t. 
Francis Award, which honors a past or 
present faculty or staff member who has 
personified Franciscan values. The 
University also has established a 
scholarship fund in Weissenborn's name 
to offer to future CBM students. If 
$25,000 is rajsed, this will be the first 
endowed scholarship designated for 
CBM. The Advancement office at tritch 
is collecting donations. Call ( 414) 4 10-
4200 for information. 
In retirement, Wei enborn plans ro 
spend time with his wife, who retired 
from her position as a secretary in CBM 
at tritch in 1998. The couple enjoys 
opera, jazz, big band music, and traveling. 
Franciscan Intellectual Tradition 
((What it 
translates 
into is ... not 
learning fo r 
its own sake, 
but to bring 




Junior Mark Lyons, dressed as t. Francis, discusses values and tradition with fellow students in an evening "Bridge Walk." ( ee story on page II ) 
By Linda Steiner 
wn ;sr« M•ry Le• 
chneider addressed the campus 
communi ty last fa ll concerning her 
vision for Cardinal Stritch University, 
she stressed the importance of carrying 
on the Franciscan tradition. 
"We are Franciscans," she said, 
proudly. "Not Dominicans. Not Jesuits. 
Franciscan . " 
T he University president handed 
out cards stating that service and 
hospitali ty are rwo key tenets of the 
Franciscan tradition. But if Franci cans 
claim ownership of these values, does 
that mean Jesuits are inhospitable and 
Dominicans wouldn't give you the time 
of day? 
In a casual conversation, ister 
responded with a chuckle that 
Franciscan characteristics are not meant 
to be superlatives . Franciscans aren't 
better than Jesuits or Dominicans. Just 
diffe rent. It's all in the way Franciscans 
view the world, each other and their 
relationship to all of creation. 
"T hink of it this way," she aid. "If 
you were in a house with all three 
groups, the Jesuits would be in the 
library, the Dominican in the parlor, 
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and the Franciscans in the kitchen -
probably having a nice meal and a glass 
of wine." 
In a subsequent meeting, ister 
stressed the importance of carrying on 
the Franci can intellectual tradition at 
Stritch. Aha! A new word entered the 
picture. In addition to being caring 
and sharing and hospitable, the 
intellect was to be involved. Further 
examination was required. 
Just what is the Franciscan 
intellectual tradition and how does it 
mesh with Franciscan values? How did 
the life of that humble 13th-centu ry 
man who eschewed worldly goods, 
loved animals, considered all elements 
of nature ro be brother and sisters, 
and cared the most for those with rhe 
lea r translate into specific to emulate 
on a 20th-century univer ity campus? 
All arholic institutions have a er 
of values, isrer Mary Lea said in a 
wide-ranging interview along with 
i rer Margaret Klotz, head of the 
Photos by Troy Freund, '95 
Franciscan enter of ardinal Srrirch 
University. "There is also an 
intellectual component ro the 
Franci can tradition that' been 
neglected for the most part over the 
cen turie . " 
Thoma Aquinas and t. 
Bonaventure, the key figure in 
Franciscan intell ectual tradition , were 
contemporaries at the University of 
Paris in the 13 th century, she 
explained . Whereas Aquinas- whose 
view dominated arholic education 
over the yea rs - empha ized that the 
way ro God is through the mind, 
Bonaventure sa id it is through the will, 
a de ire ro know od. As society ha 
changed , Bonaventure's rheology has 
become more prevalent and 
needed, he said . 
"What it translates into for a 
Franciscan Catholic in titution is 
not a sterile rationalism, nor 
lea rning for irs own sake, bur ro 
bring you closer ro God," Sister 
Mary Lea sa id . "Franciscans 
believe even ecular learning 
should bring you do er to God. " 
"It's about what you are 
becoming as a person through 
your studies," ister Margaret 
aid . "The Franci can tradition 
pre ents a different world view 
and a different unders tanding of 
knowledge and discovery, as gifts 
from od. " 
"It's a par ticular way of 
viewing the reali ty of persons, 
od, and relationship - od to 
individuals, among individuals, 
and individuals with all of 
creation," Si rer Mary Lea aid . 
Franciscan intellectual values 
cannot artificially be imposed 
inro every cour e, she said, bur 
ethical and moral concerns must 
always be considered. 
entral ro Franciscan beliefs 
and the intellectual tradition are 
the elements of inclusivity, 
acceptance, peacemaking and 
respect for one' total 
environment, weighing all that 
you do in terms of the e values 
and havi ng an attitude of 
openness ro God in everything 
you do, she said . Francis 
remembered everyone: the 
hermit, the contemplative, the 
cook, the intellectual. It made no 
difference who they were or what 
they did . T hey were loved and 
va lued for themselves. 
"And this is omerhing we 
need ro work on at rrirch, 
because, before od, all things 
in creation are equal," i rer 
Mary Lea said . "Facul ty are the 
heart of the institution; they 
provide rhe knowledge to help 
the students grow. Bur we can't 
function without staff ... We all 
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H w do rrirch rudents get to know 
abour r. Franci of Assisi and the 
ran iscan tradition? 
Q. One colorful introduction is offered 
C: through Father Jim Lobacz, campus 
0 minister. In the fall, students can -· ::S participate in an evening "Bridge Walk," 
(C which rakes them ro a nearby wooded 
., ravine. It i a place of peace and 
OJ meditation. 
::S On the way they meet t. Francis 
0 and the key figures of the Franciscan 
(j;" tradition (see page 13), dressed in 
0 costume. They are Sr. Bonaventure, 
Sl) Roger Bacon, John Duns corus and Sr. 
::S Clare, a foUower of Francis who 
~ founded the first community of religious 
(C si rers that accepted women from all 
~ classes of society. All have buildings at 
<D Srrirch named afrer them. Each give the 
CJ) students a small gifr: 
Roger Bacon gives a magnifying 
glass "as a reminder ro rake note of 
od's goodness by looking beyond fir r 
impressions and stereotypes. By 
examining thing with great 
care," he says, "you may come to 
appreciate nor only creation bur the 
" creator. 
St. Bonaventure gives a 
chocolate kiss "becau e 
feel ings are important 
and, in fact, are a gifr from 
od. Accept this chocolate 
kiss," he says, "and make the simplest 
connection that od is found in the 
joys and orrows oflife." 
Duns Scotus give a pencil to 
"remind you that the earch for truth is 
unending ... May you be open to 
writing," he ays, "and rewriting your 
under tanding of the truth as you know 
it in your mind and heart." 
St. Clare gives a mirror to 
"remind you that you are made in the 
very image and likeness of God. In the 
eyes of God," he says, "you are alway 
precious. I encourage you to remember 
th digni ty of every person that you 
meet and to reverence od in one 
another." 
need each other to achieve common 
goals. My role i ro facilitate , ro 
mediate between the different needs 
and the different group , to move the 
mi ion forward." 
"And there are very few in ritutions 
where the president is on the fi rst floo r 
and everybody has access to her," i rer 
Margaret added with a grin. "Bur rhar's 
al l a hal lmark of the tradition, this 
sense of equality. " 
At the simple t level, rhe Franciscan 
tradition can be exhibited at tr itch by 
keeping the grounds clear of graffi ti or 
trash, Sister Mary Lea said. 
"We resp cr our environment ju t 
as we resp cr p rsons," she sa id. "Are 
we perfect? No, bur there's a 
benchmark aga inst which we can 
measure ourselves. T hat benchmark is 
the call to respect and to have 
reverence for one another and our 
surroundings. " 
Sister Coletta Dunn, a profes or of 
religious studies at Strirch, xplain d 
her understanding of the Franciscan 
tradition in terms of social justice. 
"Franciscans believe that planted in 
the real ity of human is the de ire to be 
with God," she said. "We see the 
footprints of God in all of real ity ... In 
carrying our the tradition we need to 
ask, with every decision we make. 
'How does our decision affect others, 
especially the poor and women who 
struggle."' 
In coursework, facu lty can 
encourage discussions of justice, love 
and compassion in myriad topics and 
(( 
Francis was a rebel. 
He spoke his mind. " 
- Peter Galante 
coming from widely divergent angles, 
she aid. 
"The Franciscan 
tradition teaches love of 
those on the margi ns," 
he said. "And Francis 
had a love of the city, 
he preached in the 
cities . We can examine 
in sociology, 
psychology, nursing, 
business the struggles 
and concerns of the 
city." 
Another aim of the 
Franciscan tradition, 
isrer Coletta said, is to develop 
strategies that reduce competitiveness 
and promote collaboration, in the 
clas room as well a in life. 
"None of us knows all that we 
should know," she said. Bonaventure 
stressed the continual journey of the 
The San 
oul to God, the interior journey, she 
sa id. "I a k srudents, 'How do you see 
yourself in 10 years?' It's a journey with 
and to God, walking in the spirit of 
God. " 
One reason it may be di fficult to 
defi ne Franci can intellecruali m 
pr cisely, said ister Angelyn Dries, 
associate profe sor of religious srudies, 
is that it tries to bring things together, 
nor separate them into distinct 
categories. 
"In the Catholic tradition, there 
were apo colic and contemplative 
communities," she sa id. "Rome wanted 
either/or. Francis aid, 'Both. We don't 
fir into your caregorie .' This is 
important to understand. The 
Franciscan thrust is ga thering, 
inclusive." 
isrer Angelyn credits the 
Franciscan in tellectual tradition with 
fostering in higher education since the 
12th century a val ue for humanity over 
srudy 
merely for the 
ake of study. Ir 




At the rundown church of San Damiano, 
outside Assissi, Francis heard God say, ''Go, 
repair my house, which as you see is falling 
completery into ruin. "Francis started 
repairing church structures but grew to 
understand his mission was much greater. The 
icon San Damiano cross has come to 




literature a focus that was much more 
humanistic, she said. Roger Bacon, a 
famous Franciscan scientist and one of 
the early shapers of the Franciscan 
intellectual tradition, espoused a 
respect for creation over domination of 
creation, she noted. 
"Our students need to see 
technology and professions not as ends 
to themselves. It is what undergirds 
these things, these ski lls that is 
important," she sa id. 
"Bonaventure said you can come to 
God by seeing the creative force at 
work in all things, even things such as 
a chemistry experiment," which can 
promote a sense of awe as well as a 
concrete understanding of what 
occurred. 
"And Franciscan tradition says God 
is all good. And God is invitational. 
"The students will bring it up 
sometimes, they get it somehow. We 
don't beat them over their heads with 
it," she said with a smile. 
"Franciscan tradition, as articulated 
by Bonaventure and Duns Scotus, 
presents a unique view of the human 
person," said Meneo Afonso, assistant 
professor, philosophy and religious 
studies. 
"A person is essentially a 
relational being, and this relational 
identity cal ls us to stand before 
each other, and before creation, 
with respect, concern and a sense of 
mystery. 
"Franciscan tradition calls for a 
person-centered versus subject-centered 
education. Irs ideals should not be 
relegated to or identified with 
social/charitable works alone. It has an 
intellectual tradition that we should 
draw upon in defining who we are as 
an institution of higher education ." 
Afonso said it is important that the 
Franciscan tradition become an 
inspiration to Srrirch's profess ional as 
well as liberal arts programs. 
"Franciscan tradition is not about 
dogmas or doctrines or sectarian 
beliefs," he said. "In my view, it is 
• 
ranciscan history 
Although St. Francis of Assisi ( I 182- 1226) 
was nor an educated man and referred w hims If 
as an idiota, or ignorant, his life and works 
attracted many cholars, reacher and studencs, and 
a new wave of leaming occurred during his time. 
Grear univer ities were thriving in Paris, Oxford, 
Bologna, and Cambridge, and Franciscans, along 
with Dominicans, em rged as the intellectual 
through insight and divine revelation. Taught that 
the will is superior w the imellecr and the love of 
God surpasses the knowledge of God. All things 
exist and are good through od's will. Stressed 
human freedom , will, and aces of love over the 
merely rational. 
William of Ockharn (1280- 1349): Born near 
the village of Ockham in England. Philo opher, 
leaders. They 
pre ed for 
reform in the 
:'!'!"lmii!llillf.:a con trover ial wrirer/proresrer, student of John Duns 
church and 
contemplated 
the meaning of 
hristian ity. 
T he fo llowing 
are key figures 
St. 
Bonaventure 




and one of the 
most 




w promote harmony in a divided church. In 
1263, wrote what becan1e the officially appr ved 
biography of Sr. Francis. Teachings were rooted in 
practical li fe, stressed love, spirit, warmth, rolerance 
and the desire w find G d in all things and to 
grow in knowledge by increasingly understanding 
and reflecting God. Rejected learning fo r irs sake 
alone. 
John Duns Scotus ( 1266- 1308): 
cottish theologian, phi lo opher. Lectured at 
Oxford and Paris. Defender of the doctrine of the 
Immaculate Conception. Believed faith cannot be 
undersrood rationally, mar knowledge comes 
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Scotus. Rejected the pope's right w interfere in 
affairs of care. Stressed simplification, formulated 
the celebrated "Ockhan1's Rawr," which says in 
essence that the implesr choice or solu tion is 
usually the correct one. Maintained that the 
distinction between right and wrong depends on 
the will of God, things that are real and true are 
Roger 
Bacon 




caught at the 
University of 














imprisoned for promoting "dangerous novelties" 
and thought by ome w be a sorcerer. 
Yranci'sc 
values 
~ Ohariny, iiiilil for olflers 
• Serving, caring for 
oppressed 
• Concern for social 
• Taking responsible 




• Respect for all 
• Fostering a simple 
stewardship 
• Human dignity and 
empowerment of 
• Concern for emrirol]j 
ISSUes 
eliminate fears 
about a vision for a genuine 
humanism, challenging us to move 
beyond a self-enclosed life to a life of 
relationality: with each other, with 
creation, and with what I call the 
Ultimate Reality." 
Assistant professor of art Peter 
Galante said Franciscan tradition is not 
esoteric. 
"It's practical, good sense, common 
sense; there's nothing weird about it," 
he said. "It's not praising Jesus like the 
TV evangelists, it's trying (as a faculty 
member) to model appropriate 
behavior ... And we don't always agree 
about everything ... Francis was a rebel. 
He spoke his mind." 
Galante said art and design are not 
value-free and that he subtly tries to 
instill appropriate values in his 
teaching, without proselytizing, which 
students would reject. 
For instance, he assigned his 
students to redesign a raisin box, which 
depicted a "service girl in a way that 
was sexist and demeaning and denoted 
migrant laborers ... So if the client's 
married to the image, what do you 
d ~ " 0. 
Students turned the farm-laboring, 
basket-carrying young woman into a 
Roman/Greek image in which she 
Advancing the Franciscan 
Tailoring 13th-century ideas and values to students in 









emphasis was placed on the Franciscan 
tradition: reassessing roots and putting 
things into a contemporary framework. 
"It's examining what's worth keeping 
and passing on to others, keeping things 
in a proper historical context," said Sister 
Mary Lea Schneider, OSF, Ph.D., Stritch 
president. A lot has changed since St. 
Francis' time regarding the understanding 
of science, women's roles and such, she 
said, but the core values must be upheld 
and promoted. 
Although strides have been made 
toward truly advancing the Franciscan 
tradition at tritch, work remains, Sister 
Mary Lea said. 
As part of the master plan, the 
Franciscan Center was established on 
campus last year, and a chair in 
Franciscan Studies hopefully is in the 
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future, she said. Beginning in the fall of 
1999, a faculty and staff member will be 
sent to Assisi to learn more about St. 
Francis, St. Clare and the Franciscan 
tradition and spirituality. Sister Mary Lea 
is on the board of a recently formed 
Association of Franciscan Colleges and 
Universities, a group that hopes to offer 
summer workshops for faculty on the 
Franciscan intellectual tradition and to 
collaborate on other ventures focused on 
the tradition and values. 
"We have faculty who walk through 
Duns Scotus or Bonaventure hall every 
day and don't know about them," Sister 
Mary Lea said (see story on page 13). 
"The fundamental question is, if an 
institution is Franciscan, shouldn't the 
Franciscan intellectual tradition be present 
in some fashion within the curriculum?" 
she said. "The world view of that 
tradition should be found in all areas of 
study. This is not to negate or ignore 
other intellectual traditions, but yours 
must be there, in dialogue." 
With a goal of truly making the world 
better by understanding and living 
Franciscan values, it is up to the entire 
institution to weave the intellectual 
became a heroic, mythological figure 
with mosaic-like tiling 
in the background . 
"We talk about 
. . 
Imagery, meamng, 
dealing ethically in the 
business world without 
demeaning people." 
Galante sa id 
students may not 
clearly understand that 
the Franciscan 
tradition is at play, but 
added, "I like the 
potential here. I real ly believe we 
can do the right thing here. We have 
the right framework, the right bas i ." 
Recent MBA graduate from 
the College of Business and 
Management Pam chlenvogt, 
director of credit ca rd service 
and busine s development for 
the Marcus Corporation, said 
she'd never heard about the 
Franciscan tradition before 
coming to Stritch. But it 
permeated her courses and has 
affected her life. She credit her 
Stritch experience for her recent 
promotion to her current 
posmon. 
"To be hones t, I didn't even know 
Tradition at Stritch 
the millennium 
tradition into the core curriculwn, Sister 
Mary Lea said. Faculty, staff and students 
need to discuss it, brainstorm, take 
ownership of it. 
Dr. Meneo Afonso, an instructor of 
philosophy at Stritch, is part of an ad hoc 
committee that is hoping to do just that. 
"As faculty, we generally know about 
the values: compassion, caring, and so 
forth. But we need a philosophical vision, 
a common wnbrella, a common purpose 
for all of us," he said. "It's beyond social 
service projects." 
Because of his strong 
feelings about promoting 
the Franciscan intellectual 
tradition at Stritch, 
Afonso is trying to come 
up with a way to 
articulate them concretely 
for all faculty, to fashion a 
framework to discuss and 
share with all faculty. Dr. Meneo Afonso 
"The student is the goal. I look at a 
student as a piece of art that each one of 
us is involved in creating," he said. 
Educational process hould include 
developing a student's character as well as 
promoting knowledge, he said. And 
((The student is the 
goaL I look at a 
student as a piece of 
art that each one of us 
is involved in 
. )) 
creatzng. 
- Dr. Meneo Afonso 
within the Franciscan 
intellectual context, that 
includes rejecting 
knowledge as an end in 
itself or for the sake of fame 
or money in favor of , 
knowledge for "edification 
and transformation." 
Afonso points to an 
excerpt from Zachary 
Hayes' "Toward a 
Philosophy of Education in the Spirit of 
St. Bonaventure," which says in part: 
"For Bonaventure, knowledge is not a 
vain curiosity, but a means to lead a 
person to his or her ultimate destiny .. . 
everything must be brought into the task 
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this was a Catholic institution (when 
she started researching where to go to 
school) ... When I first lea rned about 
Franciscan values, the bottom line was 
it was about ethic , being honest, not 
taking credit for others' work, working 
in groups, collaborating. And they 
showed it here. They may not have 
stood up and said 'This represents the 
values number 1 to 1 0,' but in every 
course we talked about ethics, 
accountabili ty. 
"They talked it and showed it. And 
we learned it. " 
of transforming human beings into 
centers of love ... education is not a 
neutral process in which interesting and 
useful packages of knowledge are 
dispensed ... it is a process in which all 
information, all knowledge are to be 
brought into the service of the human 
person in his or her attempts to deal with 
the human quest for fulfillment of one's 
existence." 
Translating these thoughts into 
something all faculty can and will use may 
not be easy, Afonso understands. 
"T here are fears that the Franciscan 
tradition makes you soft, that Francis was 
ami-intellectual," he said. "But Francis 
was against intellectual arrogance, 
education when it gets in the way of 
being a good person, achieving one's 
ultimate destiny. 
"And if we are involved in a Franciscan 
institution, regardJess of our faith or the 
faith of the student, really understanding 
and promoting this humanistic tradition 
is a goal worth pursuing." 
-L. 5. 
Service-Learning: A new kind of activism 
Higher education's softer, gentler approach to social causes, solutions 
By Sara Woelfel 
College students hold their picket 
signs high, marching en masse to protest a 
cause. T hey shout, rai e their fists, stage a 
sit-in; their passion i unmistakable, and 
their message is loud and clear. 
When was the last time a news 
broadcast featured a cene like this? Is it 
necessary to look back years to find 
evidence of a politically energized 
college campus? 
A 1997 urvey conducted by 
the Higher Education Research 
Institute (HERI) at UCLA found 
that only 26.7 percent of college 
freshmen believe that "keeping up 
to date with political affairs" is an 
important life goal, compared to 
57.8 percent in 1966. 
Education. "[My students'] education has 
to be ... relevant. T hat is to say, the worth 
of their education ... must encourage 
them to become better world citizen ." 
T he late academic scholar Ernest 
Boyer agreed that insritmions of higher 
education must renew their commitment 
to service, and he expressed concern 
would "organize cross-disciplinary 
institutes around pre ing i ues. 
Undergraduate would participate in field 
projects, relating ideas to real life. 
C lassrooms and laboratorie would be 
extended to include heal th clinics, youth 
centers, schools, and government office . " 
Many coll ges and universities 
If this i true, what does it 
foretell for the future of America? 
According to experts, the absent 
voice of today's younger generation 
may be only a ymptom of the 
national spread of political apathy. 
Compared to a few decades ago, 
community activism and 
involvement is decl ining, and 
people of aU ages are developing a 
cynical attitude toward politics. A 
commitment to citizen hip and 
civic duty is no longer a national 
priority. As more people recognize 
this, they look to colleges and 
universities to shape leaders to step 
forward and reignite the passion of 
past generations. 
Junior Megan Enevold was a rnenror ro young children ar Milwaukee' Hickman Academy Prepararory chool 
for her service-learning experience. 
"I liked the fact that the 
campus had become a site where values 
were contested and where received ideas 
were systemically challenged," Jay Parini, 
a professor of English at Middlebury 
College, wrote in an opinion piece titled 
"Rekindling the pirir of the '60s" and 
published in the C hronicle of Higher 
about a "growing feeling in this cowmy 
that higher education is a private benefit, 
nor a public good." Boyer called for the 
creation of the "New American College" 
wher institution rake "special pride in 
[their] capacity to connect thought to 
action, theory to practice." He described 
the New American ollege as one that 
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understand th ir responsibili ty to society 
and include in their mission statements a 
commitment to the development of good 
citizens. Srrirch's reads in part " ... tl1e 
Univer ity promotes the development of 
men and women who are committed to 
religious principles, who poss ss moral 
and aesthetic val ues, and who take their 
I 
• 
places as responsible persons, serving the 
local and global communities." 
But while any institution can declare 
irs commitment to a principle, difficulty 
often arises when faculty and 
administrators begin to explore ways to 
use tho e principles as guides in 
developing curricula and programming. 
How can a college, within irs basic 
framework of classes, exams, and term 
papers foster the development of 
community leaders and active citizens? 
Many schools in the 1990s have answered 
• 
Photo by Nicholas Patrinos 
that question 
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as a requirement or an option, service-
learning engages students in carefully 
selected community service experiences 
that bring to life the concepts and lessons 
taught in class. rudents meet course 
objectives through formal reflection 
exercises. The goals of education and 
service weigh equally. 
The term "service-learning" has 
become so common in the academic 
realm that it often is used incorrectly to 
discuss "volunteering" or "community 
service" (see definitions on page 19). 
However, service-learning is distinctive in 
irs focus on a defined academic goal. 
While students who volunteer or perform 
community service outside of class often 
learn and are enriched by their 
experiences, those who participate in 
service-learning are required to master 
skills and concepts that directly affect 
their academic experience. 
"When you do service our of the 
goodness of your heart, you feel good and 
those you serve feel good, but there's no 
reflection," said Megan Enevold, a junior 
communications major at Stritch. "In 
class, you are forced to analyze what it 
means to you personally." 
Enevold participated in service-
learning for both her Gender 
Communications and Intercultural 
Communications classes this year. She 
served as a mentor for kindergarreners at 
Milwaukee's Hickman Academy 
Preparatory School, working two hours a 
week. According to Enevold, the 
experience has been especially relevant in 
helping her to grasp and fully understand 
the concept of"mindfulness," which 
relates to her relationships with people of 
other races and is central to her 
intercultural studies. 
"When you have to actually apply the 
concepts to a situation, it's not just a 
fleeting lesson you learn," she said. "You 
really remember what you learn because 
you are talking about it, writing about it, 
thinking about it ... and it becomes more 
than just something you study for class." 
According to a study conducted by 
researchers at Brandei University, 
students who participated in service-
learning programs earned better grades, 
were more committed to their 
communities, and were more open to 
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cultural diversity. Other observations 
indicate that students gain understanding 
about the world and themselves, skills to 
apply to careers and life, real-life 
applications for their classroom lessons, 
and a better retention of concepts and 
terminology. 
"Through these experiences, 
students develop the best in 
themselves and in others. " 
- Sister Florence Deacon 
"For younger students, this is the first 
time they see themselves able to make 
change and, for some, their first time 
interacting with other cultures," ister 
Florence Deacon, OSF, Ph.D., a history 
professor at tritch, said of the effects of 
service-learning on her students. "They 
can see the process, not just the result. 
ervice-learning can get people involved 
in creating the type of world they want." 
According to Sister Florence, service 
with an academic component also creates 
a different kind of opportunity for the 
students and encourages them to use their 
skills toward systemic change. By 
developing a relationship with a 
community agency and closely analyzing 
the situation, students begin to 
understand how they can be a part of 
long-term solutions. 
"My real goal is that students and 
faculty begin to engage in hands-on 
learning in our city and, with their 
classroom analysis, begin to see the big 
picture of systems that cause poverty," 
said Sister Adele Thibaudeau, OSF, 
director of campus ministry and former 
coordinator of service-learning at tritch. 
"Together they can rake steps in relation 
to those they serve to improve the quality 
of life." 
In other words, while serving food at a 
free-meal site meets immediate needs, 
examining the undercurrents of the 
situation and working to determine how 
to reduce levels of need among those who 
frequent the meal site can result in life-
changing effects on society. Sister 
Florence said she is selective when 
approving sites at which her students 
serve so that she can ensure they learn to 
work toward long-term solutions rather 
than quick ftxes. 
"What I appreciate is that students 
really make a difference," said Sister 
Florence. 'They learn the skills they need 
to create society rather than just saying, 'I 
don't like it.' T hey now dream how they 
would like it to be different and then take 
the steps to make that dream real ity. 
T hrough these experiences, students 
develop the best in themselves and in 
others. " 
S ERVICE-LEARNING AT STRITCH 
Community service has a long history 
at Stritch, with students, facul ty and staff 
contributing thousands of volwueer hours 
each academic year. T he roots of this 
commitment to the community can be 
traced to the Sisters of St. Francis of 
Assisi, who founded and continue to 
support Stritch, and to the Franciscan 
values (see page 14), which guide the 
policies and activities of the University. 
"The community service opportuni ties 
are not the reason I chose Stritch," said 
Sarah Carlson, a junior education major, 
"but that's certainly the reason I stay.'' 
Even with its ongoing involvement in 
communi ty service, the University 
remains in the early stages of its 
commitment to formal service-learning. A 
team of facul ty, staff and students began 
studying the concept in 1995 and selected 
the Praxis Project (see bottom of this 














Sister Adele and Sister Florence to initiate 
a pilot program using Praxis in Sister 
Florence's history class. White's 
involvement and observations are 
documented in a formal academic paper. 
Praxis· Project serves as model 
T he Praxis Project, originally 
established in 1982 by Dr. Betsy Alden of 
Dallas County Community Colleges, is a 
model colleges and universies use to 
develop service-learning programs. 
T he unique aspect of Praxis is its 
emphasis on the integration of action and 
reflection. In addition to fulfilling service 
commitments and academic 
requirements, students must meet at least 
twice a semester with peers and a mentor 
to reflect on the growth they experience 
while involved in volun teer service. 
Facu1 ty are responsible for creating 
their own class requirements (i.e. a 
journal, term paper, oral presentation, or 
additional reading); the Praxis 
coordinator provides the options of 
placement sites, conducts the reflection 
sessions, and notiftes the facu1ty of the 
students' satisfactory completion of their 
reflection groups. 
T he Praxis experience may be either a 
required or optional part of any 
instructor's class requirements, with 
students spending at least 15 hours of 
actual service time in their placement 
setting. If it is optional, facu1 ty often 
allow the Praxis experience to substitute 
for one of their course requirements. 
- 5. w 
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In her paper, White cited several 
obstacles that may inhibit the University 
from fully developing a service-learning 
program. T he obstacles, which center on 
issues of funding, staffi ng, and facu1 ty 
resources, are common among 
institutions that want to establish 
programs. 
As it exists today, Stritch's service-
learning program is coordinated by Sister 
Coletta Dunn, O SF, Ph.D ., a professor of 
religious studies, who took over the 
program's responsibilities when Sister 
Adele went on sabbatical last fall . 
While still maintai ning her full 
teaching courseload, Sister Coletta has 
worked with several members of the 
facu1ty to make service-learning an 
option for students, organized group 
reflection sessions, dealt with 
curricu1um issues, and provided 
resources for students and facul ty. 
While many facu1ty incorporate some 
form of service into their classes, only a 
handful have adopted the Praxis model 
(see page 20) or have consu1ted with the 
central service-learning coordinator. Many 
say they do not have the time to redesign 
course syllabi and rethink assessment 
methods in order to incorporate the 
service element. Others may have 
difficu1ty conceptualizing how service-
learning can enhance their lessons. 
C heri Frey-H arte!, a professor of 
communications, admits she may not 
have been able to use service-learning in 
her lntercu1tural Commw1ications and 
Gender Communications classes had she 
not partnered with the Communities 
Implementing Transformation In 
Education and Society (CIT IES) Project, 
an organization that matches mentors 
with at-risk students. C IT IES coordinator 
Jodi Goldberg helped by building a 
program to meet course needs, examining 
sites, interviewing students, monitoring 
progress, serving as a liaison to 
communi ty schools, and assisting in 
evaluation. 
"I had to rework the entire clas and 
change textbooks," said Frey-Harrel. "Yet 
the nic thing that comes our of ir i that 
I'm reallx pushing my limits of Aexibili ty 
and creativity in the 
classroom. The 
knowledge i o 
much more powerful 
and relevan t. " 
Some coUeges 
and universities that 
have received grant 
or have built-in 
funding for their 
service-learning 
programs choose to offer stipends, release 
time from clas es, or other rewards to 
facLilty who inve r the rime to moclif)r 
their course to meet ervice-learning 
requir ment . However, for rrirch to 
reach that level, Sister Mary Lea 
Schneider, 0 F, Ph.D., president of the 
University, aid 
faculty first have 
to prove their 
commitment to 
the concept of 
service-learning. 
"Once w e 
fo undation relations at Sn·irch, sugge rs 
that the Univer ity look to outside 
organization to provide needed services 
to help rhe progran1 grow. 
"In order ro be most cost-
effective, we need to look to 
existing community 
organizations," said Bergner. 
"Then we can learn from the 
" master . 
Lik CITIE , oth r 
community organization , such as 
the Volunteer enter of Greater 
M iJwaukee and the National 
Points of Light Foundation , also 
offer educational partnership 
opporrun irie that can fulfill some of the 
legwork neces aty to developing and 
maintaining a service-learning program. 
Bergner aid the University will have 
clifficuJty securing outside fi.mcling for 
ervice-learning until a program is weU-
Key Definitions: 
Commonly used terms 
in the service field 
• Volunteerism 
People perform some service or good work, such as 
with charitable instirutions or communi ty agencies, 
of their own fi·ee wi ll and wid10ut pay. 
• Community service 
Stricdy defined, ommuni ty ervice simply means 
volunteering done in the community. 
• Community-based learning 
ommunity-based learning is a term for any 
lea rning experience that urs in the community 
{it does not necessarily involve servi e). ommon 
forms of communi ty-based lea rning are int rnships 
and apprenticeship d1at, although d1ey have no 
formal service purpo e, offer important experiences 
for students to master ski lls wid1in a real-life 
sening. 
• Study service 
ome people who do se1vice-learning programs 
think thar the term does not sound academic 
enough, so they us d1e rerm study service. 
more facLil ty • Youth service 
interest, then we 
Ca.Il begin to put 
mechan ism in 
place to tap that 
intere r," aid 
isrer Maty Lea. 
"Our faCLilty 
need to consider 
that the type of learning that rakes place 
with the service component, if done well, 
is often more enriching and lasting than 
I arning that comes simply with sitting in 
the classroom. Service-leat·ning puts 
learning to work in a practical etting 
that students Call relate to." 
To atisf)r horr-rerm needs as the 
University exan1ines irs internal 
commitment to service-learning, Kathy 
Bergner, the clir cto r of corporate and 
established or has a unique niche. 
As the admi nistration, faculty a11d taff 
at rrirch continue discussing the progress 
of ervice-leat·ning with in the University's 
prograills, they can benefit from the 
experiences of other higher education 
institutions that have fulJy 
institutionalized the concept of service-
learning. Mat1y succe fi.J programs have a 
fi.tll -rime service-learning coordinator with 
a staff and a coUege-funded budget to 
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Youd1 service is the umbrella or general ride for all 
of the ab vc programs. It can include communi ty-
service, peer helping, servi -learn ing, etc. When 
people talk about d1e "yomh service movemenr," 
mey are referring to all approaches that uri lize 
youth as resolll· es. 
• Service-learning 
ervice-learning is the blending of service and 
lea rning goals so thar both occur and are enriched 
by each od1er. Pr j cts ar designed to incorporate 
both. ReAecrion is emphasized so students milize 
d1inking ski lls to make sense of and extend d1e 
formal learn ing from d1e service experience. 
-. w 
ource: james and Pflfnela Toole, National Youth 
Lentle~>hip ouncil, 1992 
STRITCH SERVICE-
LEARNING IN 1998-99* 
worked on political campaigns, with 
legislators and for special interest 
groups to learn integral aspects of 
government. 
• Ethics 
(Dr. Meneo Afonso) rudent visits ro 
prisons, participation in projects 
such as Habitat for Humanity 
projects led to deep r ethics 
discussions. 
• Gender Communications 
(Cheri Frey-Harrel) rudents 
became mentors ro kindergarten-age 
through high-school-age n1dents 
through the ITI project. 
• Intercultural Communications 
(Cheri Frey-Harrel) ee ender 
ommunications above. 
• History: United rates Since 1877 
(Sr. Florence Deacon) rudents 
worked with local communi ty 
agencies on long-term project to 
understand the efforts of historical 
groups that changed society. 
• Public Relations as Practice 
(Mary Jo Janicik) The entire cia s 
worked with Repairers of the 
Breach, a r ource center for 
homeless and form rly homeless 
people. The students handled the 
publicity for a video on the plight 
of panhandl rs. 
'These arc the cffons thar were coordinated 
with and reported ro isrer lerra Dunn 
du ring the 1998-99 academic year. rhcr 
fuculry may have included a service clement in 
rhcir courses and handled all details without the 
assistance of the service-learning coordinatOr. 
support them. They manage the ervtce-
learning compon nt for dozens of COLLI es 
and provide training and support to 
interested faculty. 
Other resources include formal 
organization , such as ampus ompact, 
th Invisible oiJege, and The National 
learinghouse for ervice-Learning. These 
organizations, committed to service-
director of the HERI at UCLA, in a 
Chronicle of Higher Education piece 
titled "What Higher Education an Do 
in the ause of itizen hip." 
"We educate a large proportion of the 
citizens who bother to vote, not to 
mention most of cl1e politicians, 
journalists, and news commentators. 
"We also educate aiJ of the school 
Mary Jo Janicik's Public Relations in Practice class mer for a reAecrion session ar the end of the semester ro discuss work 
they had done for Repai rers of rhc Breach, a resource cenrcr for homeless and formerly homeless people. 
learning in America and abroad, provide 
acces to re ources, grant opportunities, 
conferences, research and experts in the 
field. On the Internet, a search for 
service-learning leads to many sites 
offering dialogue on service-learning at alJ 
educational levels (see bottom of page). 
"For people who might think that we 
in higher education have no real power to 
strengthen American democracy, consider 
the following," wrote Alexander W Astin, 
a professor of higher education and 
administrators and teachers, who in turn 
educate everyone at the pre-college level. 
And we do much ro shape the pre-college, 
curriculum through what we require of 
our coiJege applicant . 
"In short, not only have we helped to 
create cl1e problems that plague American 
democracy, but we are al o in a position 
to begin doing something about them." 
Additional Resources 
• American Association for Higher Education 
www.aahe.org/service/srv-lrn.htm 
• "Doing Well" (Hosted by Broward ommunity Colleg ) 
f .broward.cc.fl.us/dtdsalservlearn/doingweiJ.html 
• Florida International University ''The Big Dummy's Guide to Service-Learning" 
www.fiu.edu/ ~time4chg/Library/bigdummy.html 




From a phone call to a 'blessed journey' 
Helen Alexander, Class of '48, honored 
By Linda Steiner 
When Helen M . 
Alexander was 
honored by the 
University this spring, students 
at the luncheon hugged her warmly 
and asked her for her autograph. She 
also brought to the honoree's table 
several nattily dres ed fr iend , who lauded 
her in tones of deep affection laced with 
good-natured kidding. 
Alexander has a way of bringing out 
such expre ion of joy in people. 
She was recognized a part of 
Women's Histmy Month for being the 
first African-American woman and the 
first Protestant to graduate fro m the first 
class of the newly named Cardinal tritch 
CoUege in 1948. 
Attending tritch actually came about 
by accident, fo r the most part. Alexander 
was a student at Milwauke State 
Teachers CoUege studying nursety school 
education when she met and married the 
late T helb rr L. Alexander. Unbeknownst 
to her, in mose days Milwaukee Public 
School did not hire married teachers, 
and coUege coUeagues said she had made 
a foolish choice. T he negativity turned 
Alexander elsewhere - to the phone 
book, where he looked for a new place 
to study. Stri tch wasn't the first place she 
called, just the be t, she aid . 
"I got my first po itive answer from 
ister Mary Frederick (Lochemes, 
academic dean at that time.) Hers was a 
diffc r nt voice, there was a kindnes . he 
said 'We want to help you, you can make 
it out with the first graduating class, and 
we believe in fam ily life."' 
Stritch was not exactly what 
Alexander had expected, but "it was a 
wonderfuJ experience and I enjoyed every 
minute of it," she said. That was after she 
got over a mild case of culture shock. 
"It was very quiet here. Everyone 
greeted you by name every day, 'Good 
morning, good morning,"' she said, 
nodding h r head. "When a father 
entered the room, people stood up. I 
didn't know I was supposed to do that, 
but I got the message pretty quick," she 
said with a chuckle. 
At assemblie , srudents were to walk 
in quietly and sit with their class. Meals 
were eaten with one' clas . 
"With all of this, I still enjoyed it. 
There was peace and quiet, and you were 
learning. And the friendship with the 
other student meant o much to me." 
Alexander lived on the north side and 
took two buses to the college, on Lake 
Drive south of Oklahoma Avenue. 
"It was cold in the winter, and girls 
didn't wear slacks at that time. My legs 
were always cold, and I was numb until 
lunch, when we ate Cardinal Stritch 
oup," she said, grinning. "It was always 
on the menu, and I welcomed that hot 
bowl of soup." 
Alexander laughed when she 
remembered having met Cardinal Stritch 
in per on. T here was a crowd and people 
were saying "Kiss his ring!" 
"T here I stood, bewildered," 
Alexander said. 'Then, this kind 
gentleman put his hand out, and shook 
hands with me. I remember he said to 
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me, 'I'm glad you're in thi class."' 
T he relaxed atmosphere and 
encouragement to succeed fed Alexander's 
soul and satisfied her hunger for learning. 
Sh went on to work in everal schools, 
primarily on th south side, "where there 
had been no Negroes in those buildings, " 
she aid smiling. 
She recalled student teaching at one 
school where a child called out in 
amazement, "Mommy, she's really a 
teacher! ' 
"When they learned that the children 
really liked me, it helped the adults 
understand," Alexander said. 
Alexander earned her master's degree 
from the University of Wisconsin -
Milwaukee in child development and had 
a distinguished career in child care services 
before retiring as the child development 
administrator for the Day Care Service for 
C hildren, Inc. 
In 1970, a child care center at 11th 
and C hambers was named for her. She 
also taught at s vera! area institutions and 
was a national consultant to the Head 
tart program. 
One of her fondest recent memories, 
she said, was an event at Stritch last 
December for 50-year graduate . 
"At tritch, I was given the 
opportunity to learn, to mingle with 
otl1er cultures and to share my 
background with tl1em. It was a happy, 
ble ed journey." 
4 honored for service to society, Stritch 
Each year, the Office of AJumni 
Relations selects fom nominated 
individual who, through their work, 
civic involvements and personal 
achievements, have made significant 
contributions to their communities and 
to Cardinal Srrirch University. The 
Univer ity honored this year's recipients at 
the Franciscan Heritage ociety dinner in 
April. 
Gerard Wolf, '86, received the 
AJumni Award for Professional 
Distinction in recognition of his "broad 
and ignifica.nt accomplishments in [his] 
professional and per onal life. " 
For 15 years, he has served d1e 
Archdiocese of Milwaukee, most recendy 
as director of youd1 mini tiy for Sr. 
AJphonsus Parish in Greendale. Through 
his work at the pari h, Wolf supports a 
Guat malan m.issions program, "Armistad 
sin Fronteras - Friendship Without 
Borders," and has established a 
relationship between the parish and the 
mission. Under his direction , d1e parish 
now is a "sending community" for d1e 
mi ions program, bringing together 
members of the chmch to write letter , 
make bann rs, raise funds, and pray for 
people in uatemala. 
The parish work with the missions 
program originally was a ervice project 
for those working toward their 
confirmation. As the r suJr ofWolf's 
involvement, d1is project has grown to 
become a elf-supporting, parish-wide 
international mission program. 
The University presented the AJumni 
Award for Community ervice to 
Gregory Frost, '81 , for his "voluntary 
and meritorious service that has 
significant effect on [his] community, 
state, nation or church." 
A recruiter for d1e University of 
Kansas, Frost works with disadvantaged 
students who aspire to careers in the 
heald1 field. His active involvement in hi 
commw1ity resulted in a mayoral 
appointment to the position of 
ommis ioner of d1e Planning 
ommission for Lawerence, Ka.n., a 
high-ranking position in the city. 
Frost i a graduate of the "Leadership 
Lawerence" program , which deals with 
public transportation issues, and of the 
Lawerence Police Department's . . ' mzens 
Academy, where he received information 
about how the commw1i ty handle gang 
issues. He is also a member of the 
hamber of ommerce and has 
volunteered for the Brown Foundation, 
the Arch of Douglas County, Toy for 
Tot , and Big Brothers/Big Sisters. 
The AJumni Award for Distingui hed 
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Service to Cardinal rritch University was 
given to Sister Julina Fisch, '39, of Sr. 
Franci onvent in recognition of 
"exceptional service to ardinal Strirch 
University and d1e AJwnni Association." 
As the re LJt of Sister )uJirra's work in 
the reading program and toward 
developing a curricuJum for the master's 
degree program, Srrirch became one of 
d1e fir t higher education institutions in 
the country to develop a olid curricuJwn 
in reading for advanced reacher training. 
Thi graduate reading program was one of 
d1e fir t degree program in reading in d1e 
state and provided an opportunity for 
reachers to complete certification and 
develop professionally. 
i ter ]uJirra's travels to reading clinics 
around the state and connections with 
weU-known education specialists resuJred 
in a national reputation for d1e Reading 
linic/Learn ing enter. Her efforts also 
led to an annual state reading conference. 
At the time that state licensing for reading 
reacher and speciali rs was in the 
developmental stages, ister Julina 
network d with government official and 
other reading speciali t in the state. She 
was a leader in th development of 
Robert Weissenborn 
appropriate licensing procedures and was 
influential in esrabli hing d1e Mi lwaukee 
Area Reading ouncil. 
The Saint Francis Award recognizes a 
past or present faculty or staff member 
who has personified Franciscan val ues. A 
story about this year's recipient, Robert 
Weissenborn , is featured on page 9. 
Class Notes 
To submit a class note, use the information form on page 24 and send it in the enveLope provided, 
or e-maiL us at aLumni@stritch.edu. 
Phoebe Anderson, '93: 1998 Minnesota School 
Nurse of rhe Year 
Martha, '97, and Norman Eckstaedt Village of 
Nashotah, Wis., People of the Year 
Andrea Sullivan, '67, '86: The Benedict Center's 
award for 20 years of dedicated service in 
criminal justice 
Mary Van Damme, '81: Parent of rhe Year, Stare 
of Michigan Council for Exceptional Children 
Dr. Cheryl M. Willis, '74: The Dance Educator 
of the Year, Vancouver, Wash. 
Mary (Reega) Bluhm, '65, '90, retired from 
Milwaukee Public Schools ali:er 27 years as an early 
childhood reacher and guidance counselor. 
Mary Brand, '95, received her master of education 
degree in December from Northern Illinois 
University and has applied for the doctoral 
program. 
Denise Bussman, '90, has been hired as the 
business school liaison for the Middleton Chamber 
of Commerce, Middleton, Wis. 
Charlotte Cherella, '94, is a paralegal with the law 
firm of Crivello, Carlson, Menrkowski & Steeves in 
Milwaukee. 
John Davies, '92, has been promoted to vice 
president of customer satisfaction and incentives for 
rhe direct marketing division of DCI Marketing in 
Milwaukee. 
Thomas Gaertner, '77, '80, ofWauwatosa, Wis., 
is the 1999 president of the Greater Milwaukee 
Society of the lnstirure of Certified Financial 
Planners. 
Heidi (Achterberg) Hilby, '89, is reaching swdy 
skills parr rime at the Milwaukee Area Technical 
College - North Campus in Mequon. 
Sister Margaret Holden, FSP, '76, is ministering 
to adults who are physically and mentally 
challenged at Misericordia Heart of Mercy in 
C hicago. 
Cheryl A. Kasdorf, '76, received a license ro 
practice naruropathic medicine in Tempe, Ariz. , 
and has opened an office in the Hedling Arts 
Center in Corronwood. 
Debra La Violette..Spevacek, '95, has been named 
the new clerk-treasurer for the village of Cleveland, 
Wis. 
Cathy Larson, '91, is the first diocesan financial 
consultant for the Green Bay Diocese. 
Linda Lemanczyk, '93, has a day job as an office 
administrator and runs her own business, Massage 
Therapy by Linda, evenings and weekends in 
Brookfield, Wis. 
Carol Matenaer, '97, has been promoted ro 
director, information systems, at The West Bend 
Company in West Bend, Wis. 
Kathleen Olewinski, '89, is the administratOr at 
Community Care, Inc., a managed care system of 
long-term care. Olewinski also reaches at Cardinal 
Strirch University and rhe University of Wisconsin 
- Milwaukee. 
Dawn Russo, '70, is a resource room and 
inclusion reacher in Paterson, N.J. 
Dorothy Schroeder, '65, retired &om the 
Kenrucky Department of Mental Health/Mental 
Retardation bur works parr rime for the Council on 
Quality and Leadership in Services to People with 
Disabilities in Towson, Md. 
Scott Seroka, '93, has been promoted to client 
services manager at Seroka & Associates Inc. in 
Brookfield, Wis. 
Jean L Sher, '97 , is the interim principal of 
Carollron Elementary School in Oak C reek, Wis. 
Susan Skibba, '78, '86, starred her own business, 
CWT- Confidential Writing & Typing, L.L.C., in 
Milwaukee. 
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Rose Stinefast, '91, has been appointed director 
of continuing education at Sacred Heart School 
ofTheology, Hales Corners, Wis. 
Patricia Subera, '88, a WITC associate's degree 
nursing instructor in Ashland, Wis., wrote an 
article, "A New Way of Relating," which 
appeared in the November 1998 issue of rhe 
international magazine, Teaching for Success. 
David Tacke, '93, has been hired as a 
programmer analyst at ICS, a computer service 
company in Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
Bonnie Thielecke, '92, has joined EPIC Sralf 
Management, Milwaukee, as human resource 
director. 
Catherine Tillman, '92, is the associate principal 
at Hamilton High School, Sussex, Wis. She 
recendy accepted an appointment as the 
extended learning opportunities coordinator. 
Nicole Vogt, '98, has been added to rhe 
professional staff of Mi.! waukee's Hare Srrigenz, 
Inc., a firm that specializes in web sire content 
creation and in the design and development of 
advertising and collateral materials. 
Noreen T. Wt.ley, '78, has been promoted to 
manager of employee informacion systems for 
Case Corporation, Racine, Wis. 
Sylwia Anna Gorska, '98, and Gregory Warren 
Enerson on Sept. 19, 1998 
KeUy Lessiter, '96, and Quinn Fitch on 
March 27, I ~ ' ..._ 
Charlotte Sil" l h'hh.1_()!4~/: 
Ocr. II , 1997 
Jessica Marie Umhoefer, '97 , and John Eric 
Drexler on June 12, 1998 
Dan Withee, '95, and Beth Laverty on 
Feb. 3, 1999 
Class Notes 
Son, Kole Roberr Hansen, born Feb. 9, 1998, ro 
Karen Hansen, '85. 
Daughter, Stephanie Marie Kolb, born Dec. 5, to 
Linda, '96, and TIDlothy Kolb. 
Son, Mason Gregory Liebe, born Dec. 9, to 
Christy (Coopman), '94 ' and Eric Liebe, 
'97. ,a~~!) 
Son, Luke Joseph Pi April11, 1998, 
to Jc:annc, '9~MI.!"""-'P 
Son, Jonah Manu arrhe Siegel, born Dec. 3, 
to Leigh Marthe, '97, and Larry Siegel. 
Daughter, Doshia Marie Staeven, adopted in May 
1998 by Joan {Detweiler), '83, and Oiff 
~. 
Son, Noah Samuel Wilda, born Dec. 24, to 
Leah (Kraemer), '90, '93, and Greg Wtlda. 
FJaine Belgum, 71 
Sister Jan Hannon, OSF, '67 
Kenneth Keegan, Sacred Heart School of 
Theology student 
Sister Luella Mamach, OSF, '46 
Sister Patrice Me Namara, OSF, '38 
Melvin Wallace, '91 
Society inducts 
new members 
In April, the University formaUy inducted 
Gertrude Nalepinski, '49; Fllen Dieringer, 
'79; and Kay, '93, and Otto Pefia into the 
Franciscan Heritage Society. 
The society, which includes alumni and 
friends of Stritch, recognizes and honors those 
people who have made estate planned gift 
provisions for the University and/or 
established endowed scholarships. 
Referrals are like gold ___________ _ 
You know the value of your Stritch education. 
We'd like you to share that with others. 
Particularly potential students. 
Because alumni are one of our richest sources 
of referrals, we're starring a campaign to enlist your 
supporr. You'll hear more about it in a September 
mailing, but in essence, we'll ask you to give a 
referral card to anyone you think rnigh t be a 
Update my reconls in the Alumni Office. 
Dare __ / __ / __ Graduation Year(s) __ _ 
Name ____________________________ __ 
Address. _____________ ___ 
City-------------- tare ___ Zip __ _ 
Phone L_j _______ E-mai l, __________ _ 
Age Maiden Name ______________ _ 
Spouse's Name-----------------------
ames/Birth Years of hildren ----------
Employer/Business Address---------------
Position ---------------------------
Spouse's Employer/Position ______________ _ 
Graduate studies, volunteer activities, awards, ere. 
potential student. The person doesn't have to be 
interested in your area of srudy. Srrirch has a lor 
to offer, and we know people's goals and 
aspirations vary. 
If your referral applies, he or she wiU get a 
waiver of the application fee and you wiU get the 
good feeling that comes &om knowing you've 
helped someone take that important first step 
Include my news in Stritch Magazine. 
Feel foe to send a photo or r!sumi. 1.* will include as 
much in.fomwtion as possible in an upcoming issue. 
toward getting the kind of quality, caring 
education a Franciscan institution such as 
Stritch provides. 
We hope to make this an annual project. 
Its success will depend on you. So we hope 
you will give it some serious thought now. 
And we hope to hear &om you in September. 
Send me infonnation on the following: 
D Stritch Paren ts' Association 
D Alumni Association, board of directors and 
committees 
0 Career development and networking 
0 Cominuing Education classes 
0 Other 
Sign Me Up 
!will join an Alumni Association Committee. 
0 Program Committee (evenr planning) 
0 Nominating mmitree (board of directors, 
membership, alumni awards) 
0 Alumni Services Committee (alumni/srudenr 
relations) 
Stritch Alumni Chapters 
D I would like to join a chapter in my area. 
0 I would like to serve on a leadership 
committee and assist in the planning! 
development of an alumni chapter. 
Please return in the envelope included in this issue and allow at least three weeks for processing. For questions and comments, contact Laris.~ Ard, director of alumni relations, 
via e-mail: alumni@stritch.edu or at (4 14) 4 10-4200. 
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Calen.dar 
Summer Sweep A-Way 
Fund-raising rummage sale 
July 9-11, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Benefits the women's basketball summer 
European trip 




Rick Majerus Basketball Camp 
Aug. 2-6 
Cardinal Stritch University Field House 




Evening (5:30-8:30 p.m.)- girls (9-16) 
Athletics, ( 414) 410-4122 
Mile of Art 
Aug. 22, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Over 100 exhibitors display their works at 
this annual event on the Milwaukee 
campus. 
Admission: $3 
Art Department, (414) 410-4100 
Opening Convocation 
Sept. 9, 2:15p.m. 
Crusader Golf Classic Scramble 
Sept. 25, beginning at 8:30 a.m. 
Mee-Kwon Golf Course 
Benefits the women's basketball team 




A Change of Season: Door County 
Retreat for Women in Mid-Life 
Oct. 29-31 









Shoes Really Reflect Up?' 
Oct. 29, 30, Nov. 4, 5 and 6 at 8 p.m. 
Oct. 31 and Nov. 7 at 2 p.m. 
"Good" 
Feb. 25, 26, March 2, 3, and 4 at 8 p.m. 
Feb. 27 and March 5 at 2 p.m. 
''A Midsummer Night's Dream'' 
April 28, 29, May 4, 5, and 6 at 8 p.m. 
April30 and May 7 at 2 p.m. 
Box Office: (414) 410-4171 
Individual and season tickets are available. 
Discounts offered to seniors and students. 
* Art and music events are in the 
planning stages. For information about 
these events, call: Art Gallery- (414) 
410-4100, Music- (414) 410-4349. 
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ELDERHOSTEL, KIDS' ClASSES 
OFFERED IN SUMMER 
From July 11 to 17, the University 
again will host Elderhostel, a week of 
interactive classes and field trips. This 
year's program focuses on the theme 
"Remembering the Renaissance." 
People 55 and older can stay on 
campus or commute to participate in 
classes at the University. Tuition is $410 
for resident participants and $190 for 
commuters. 
The University also provides summer 
opportunities for kids, with special-interest 
classes designed for students entering pre-
kindergarten through 12th grade. 
Classes in art, theater, swing dance, 
Spanish, science and comedy are scheduled 
in one-week sessions or as part of a camp. 
Fees range from $49 to $89. 
For information about Elderhostel, 
kids' classes or any non-credit courses, call 
Continuing Education, (414) 410-4244. 
For rour Calendar 
First Day of Classes -Aug. 30 
Labor Day (no classes) -Sept. 6 
Midterm - Oct. 21 
Long Weekend (no classes) 
- Oct. 22-23 
Thanksgiving (no classes)-
Nov. 24 (noon)-27 
Exams Begin - Dec. 11 
Commencement - Dec. 18 
No n-profi t Org. 
U.S. Pos tage 
PAID 
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